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ECOTan power unit - an innovative project

Project vision

The vision of the project is to create an

efficient and environmentally friendly

autonomous power source

Mission statement

Our mission is to make a technological

contribution to the ecological well-being of human

civilization



Autonomous energy sources

In connection with the development of electric transport,

society is faced with the primary task of reducing the cost

and making it more environmentally friendly to generate

electricity by burning fossil fuels.

A complete rejection of the use of carbon fuels in a short time (up to 20

years) looks unrealistic - there are no fundamental ideas that would lead to

such a decision.

Battery-powered electric vehicles are environmentally friendly vehicles in

terms of the absence of harmful emissions while driving. But for their work,

they use electricity generated also at stationary power plants, which have

low efficiency and high emissions of harmful substances.

Thus, battery-electric vehicles, along with other electricity consumers, are

actively involved in the pollution of the planet, and also require huge costs to

create new infrastructure for charging and disposing of many millions of

batteries.

The creation and application of autonomous energy sources for electric

transport - mobile power units with ECOTan engines will allow electric

vehicles to comply with environmental standards, use the existing

developed network of gas stations, have much less energy-intensive and

expensive batteries, a greater range and less weight.



Layout of a mobile power unit for electric transport
In accordance with current trends in the automotive industry, focused on traction

electric drive, we have developed a concept of a mobile power unit for a

passenger car, which has all the advantages of an electric car and is devoid of

many of its disadvantages.

The layout of the mobile power unit, being in fact a plug-in hybrid scheme, is

simple and reliable, with a minimum number of moving elements, increased

energy reserves, independence from charging stations and the possibility of

braking energy recuperation.

The spread and widespread use of this technology is today constrained by the lack

of energy efficient power supplies.

ECOTan internal combustion engines designed by our team will become a new,

powerful and reliable source of energy for mobile power units.

The design of ECOTan engines is protected by EU and US patents. As studies

and calculations show, they will have much higher energy and environmental

characteristics in comparison with traditional internal combustion engines.



Comparison of electric vehicles
Comparison of the characteristics of electric vehicles with batteries and mobile power units

in the WLTP urban driving cycle



Mobile power units for electric vehicles

In urban environments with frequent acceleration and deceleration, the

use of braking power and power from small batteries will allow the

vehicle to be no different from an electric vehicle with large batteries,

have significant mileage with zero emissions and solve the problem of

urban air pollution.

Due to the fact that ECOTan engines will constantly operate in

maximum efficiency modes, electric vehicles with mobile power units will

have an increased range, which will allow consumers to save money

when making long trips.

Mobile power units can be used as energy sources for city electric 

buses, trucks, tractors, air and water transport.

Using this technology will significantly reduce the cost of creating new 

infrastructure for charging and disposing of energy-intensive batteries.

The movement of electric vehicles with mobile power units will be

provided by electric motors powered by small batteries with a

range of 80-100 km, which will be automatically recharged from

power units as needed. At the same time, the electric motors will

be used as generators to recharge the battery while recuperating

the braking energy.



Mobile power units for light aviation

Mobile power units will be especially effective for the fast-

growing market of flying cars, light aviation for various

purposes, as well as cargo drones - environmentally

friendly, with high torque, light batteries and rare refueling.

Cargo drones with significantly greater payload and range than

existing ones could completely change the cargo industry.

They will significantly reduce the cost of delivery, avoid overloaded

ground infrastructure and deliver goods from warehouses to

unloading hubs, from where the goods will continue on their way to

addressees using small flying courier drones.

They will provide vertical takeoff, high maneuverability and weight

reduction.

They will also ensure that there is no contact between people when

handling cargo, which is a determining factor in the fight against the

spread of infections.

Economical, powerful and small-sized mobile power units with

ECOTan engines, according to research, will significantly increase

the carrying capacity and flight range of cargo drones, as well as the

technical and environmental characteristics of light aircraft and flying

cars.



Mobile power units as power generators

Autonomous energy sources with gasoline, diesel and gas engines

ECOTan, according to studies, will meet environmental

requirements, significantly reduce environmental pollution,

consumption of fossil resources and electricity costs, increase

energy availability and quality of life.

Both when working with small generators and with powerful

generators of locomotives or ships, ECOTan engines will have

important advantages over traditional internal combustion engines -

achieving maximum power and high torque at low speeds, lower

fuel consumption, weight and dimensions, as well as

correspondence of the rotation frequency to the frequency of the

generated current.

This will significantly increase the service life, efficiency and

duration of continuous operation of autonomous energy sources,

the ability to stabilize the load, and also reduce operating costs.



Artificial intelligence of mobile power units

To further optimize the operating modes of mobile power units with ECOTan

engines in various operating conditions using artificial intelligence, our team

investigates, analyzes and models their characteristics depending on the design

parameters of the patented tangential power take-off device from an internal

combustion engine.

The task of the intelligent system is to select the optimal values of the monitored

parameters based on the criterion of the minimum operating fuel consumption

and the maximum duration and safety of movement, flight or work without

refueling, as well as self-diagnostics, structural and functional integrity and

elimination of the risk of its own failure.

The unique economic and energy potential of mobile power units with ECOTan

engines will effectively optimize their operation modes using artificial intelligence

and achieve additional fuel savings due to environmentally friendly and safe

operation.



Energy efficient ECOTan engines

ECOTan is an improved internal combustion engine that will use a

patented tangential power take-off after modernization.

The renewal and improvement of internal combustion engines

offered by our team is based on a technical solution protected by

international patents.

The improved ECOTan internal combustion engines will be able to

significantly reduce the cost of energy production, the consumption

of the Earth's resources and the negative impact on the environment,

as well as meet the environmental expectations of society.

Engines with a capacity of 2.0 to 10,000 kW can be upgraded and

improved - for motorcycles, cars, trucks, tractors, diesel locomotives,

generators, water and air transport, running on gasoline, diesel, gas

and other types of fuel.

Inexpensive renewal and improvement will allow ICE manufacturers

to maintain their positions in world markets for a long time.



Patented technical solution

The essence of the technical solution consists in replacing the traditional

crank mechanism in internal combustion engines with a fundamentally new

tangential power take-off device (hereinafter referred to as PTO).

The PTO transfers fuel energy to the engine output shaft much more

efficiently in accordance with the basic laws of physics and mechanics. At

the same time, the principle itself and all the operating conditions of the

updated ECOTan engine will not differ in any way from a traditional internal

combustion engine.

The design of the PTO does not in any way affect the theoretical foundations

and does not change the principles of operation of internal combustion

engines.

According to studies, the use of the PTO will allow the updated ECOTan

engine to significantly increase energy efficiency and torque, reduce specific

fuel consumption, harmful emissions, displacement, dimensions, weight and

engine speed without losing power.

The functionality of the PTO is confirmed by a demonstration of a prototype

made in accordance with patent documentation.

The choice of the design parameters of the PTO on the

basis of calculations, scientifically substantiated techniques

developed by us and computer modeling will allow obtaining

the necessary dynamic properties of the device, ensuring its

strength and durability.



Significant improvement in ICE energy efficiency

The comparative assessment of the energy efficiency of the improved ECOTan

internal combustion piston engines was carried out according to the value of

the specific effective fuel consumption relative to the values typical for the

current level of development of engine building.

The comparison was based on several types of engines, the production of

which is currently the most common.

These engines include gasoline, gas and diesel reciprocating internal

combustion engines used for cars and trucks.

As studies and calculations show, the energy efficiency of ECOTan internal

combustion engines equipped with a patented power take-off device (PTO) will

be significantly higher than that of all existing analogues.

Energy efficiency calculation of ECOTan engines

https://156eebd9-59f4-4ef2-b47c-9eef12d4b542.filesusr.com/ugd/047073_253dbbf003d443fbb63ec112037882d2.pdf


Improving the technical characteristics of the ECOTan engine

According to the research carried out, the updated and improved

ECOTan engines will be able to achieve the following results without

loss of power:

- to reduce the operating fuel consumption and emissions of harmful

substances up to 40%;

- significantly reduce the working volume, overall dimensions and weight

of the engine;

- significantly increase the torque;

- comply with environmental requirements when working on gasoline,

diesel, gas and other types of fuel.

Updating and improving the internal combustion engine will not require

large expenses for the preparation of production and will significantly

reduce production costs.ECOTan engines for cars, buses and 

motorcycles

https://156eebd9-59f4-4ef2-b47c-9eef12d4b542.filesusr.com/ugd/047073_9fa685f5d2e8403cafaabdc4f7303a30.pdf


Preservation and development of ICE production

Updating and improving the internal combustion engine does not

require large expenditures for the preparation of production and can be

organized by both existing and newly formed enterprises.

Up to 80% of parts and systems (including the fuel system and control

system) of serial internal combustion engines produced at the present

time can be used in the production of updated ECOTan engines.

The design of the updated ECOTan engines will reduce costs, for

example, when developing modifications, it will eliminate the need to

force engines and use expensive materials that can withstand high

loads.

Unlike engines with a crank mechanism, in which the expansion of the

power range while maintaining the working volume occurs only by

changing the parameters of the pressurization system or the speed of

rotation, in ECOTan engines this problem is solved by the possibility of

applying the principle of modularity and unification of parts.

The production of ECOTan engines will be the cheapest

and most reliable option for the motor industry's

transition to environmental requirements while

maintaining the production of internal combustion

engines and reducing production costs.



Unification of production of ECOTan engines

The use of the patented PTO will make it possible to change the

working volume of the updated ECOTan engines, replacing only

one part name - the guide that determines the piston stroke - S.

In this case, design changes are minimal, and one of the

dimensions of the engine will increase by exactly the amount of

change in the piston stroke.

For example, according to studies and calculations, the possible

power range of the updated ECOTan diesel engines will be 70 ...

235 hp. with a constant cylinder diameter of 80 mm and a

variable piston stroke S = 60 ... 80 mm.

The updated ECOTan engines will eliminate unnecessary variety

of parts, their component parts and production processes and

will significantly simplify production.



Research process and results

To date, preliminary calculations of the ECOTan

engine's working process have been made, which

make it possible to assess its environmental

performance, as well as kinematic and dynamic

calculations of the patented power take-off device

and computer simulation using advanced software

tools.

Based on the research results, design

documentation is being developed for the

manufacture of the first prototype of the ECOTan

engine.

Also, research was carried out on the tactical and

technical characteristics of machines for various

purposes, equipped with modernized ECOTan

engines.

Research, calculations

https://156eebd9-59f4-4ef2-b47c-9eef12d4b542.filesusr.com/ugd/047073_dd302745ec9c420da4a42e51ab85219f.pdf


We invite you to cooperation

Additional information about the team, design, artificial

intelligence and patent protection of ECOTan engines,

as well as the business model of the project, can be

found on our website:

https://en.eco-dvs.com/energoblok

Contacts:

LLC "Inter Motor Group"

IN 5187746030170

121205, Moscow, Innovation Center "Skolkovo", Bolshoy

boulevard, building 42, building 1

E-mail: innov.dvs@gmail.com

The project team invites investors, regional partners,

dealers and representatives, as well as manufacturing,

engineering and IT companies for cooperation.

https://www.eco-dvs.com/energoblok
mailto:innov.dvs@gmail.com

